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FOUR WEEKS OF BOMBING- THEENEMY

In the four weeks between the first four figure attack on Cologne on, the night
of May 30 find the last attack on Bremen on June 23, there have been only five nights
when weather has made it impossible for Bomber Command to attack the enemy.

On every other night our bombers have been out either to attack land targets or

to lay sea-mines, and on many nights to do both.

Two nights after the great raid on Cologne another thousand bomb rs went to the

Ruhr and since then there have boon four more heavy attacks on that narrow strip of

country on which Germany so much depends, linden also has been attacked in force four

times during this period.

On nights when the weather has ruled out operations over land, our bombing air-

craft have gone out in considerable numbers to lay mines in enemy waters.

A strong drive has been made against submarines by the bombing of shipbuilding

yards and factories where component parts and especially Diesel engines are made. After

the four attacks on Braden during the present month, workshops in the submarine building

yards had been heavily damaged.

In Cologne, again, damage has been done to the great Humboldt-Deutz works, which

makes Diesel engines, and to other factories turning out electrical apparatus'for

submarines.

It was not until after the fall of France when Germany got possession of the

Atlantic bases, end after Germany's defeat in the Battle of Britain, that she began to

adapt her U-boat building yards for mass production. It was expected that production
would be at its peak in 1942. But the bombing of these yards and of the factories

which serve them has had effect.

Besides all the attacks made by night during the present month, Boston aircraft

of Bomber Command, escorted by fighters, have been out every day when weather allowed

to bomb the enemy's shipping in the French docks,' his aircraft on French aerodromes,

and his war factories.

The following schedule shows the bombing effort for June 1942;

Data Day Attacks Night attacks

30/31 Cologne
1 Flushing, Bruges

1/2 The Ruhr

2 Dieppe

2/3 Essen

3 Cherbourg, Havre

3/4 Bremen

A- Boulogne, Dunkirk

Vs Dieppe

3 Havre, Os tend

3/6Ruhr

6 -

V7Emden

7 -

7/8 -

O

O Bruges

8/9 Ruhr

9 -

9/10 -

10 Lannion (aerodrome)



Day and night raids 'were resumed

In addition mine laying on an increased scale has been carried out on

numerous occasions* Underlined are the three raids so far carried out with

more than 1,000 bombers.

Date Day Attacks Might Attacks

16/17

%

Ruhr and Rhineland

17 -

17/18 St Nazaire

18 -

18/19 -

19 -

19/20 Emden and Osnabruck

20 Havre

20/21 Emden

21 Dunkirk

21/22 -

22 Dunkirk

22/23 Emden

23 Dunkirk and Morlaix

23/24 -

24 -

24-/23 • St Nazaire

25/26 Bremen
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